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Abstract: 
recent years, a continuous stream of transient pressure data in real time is now available, which motivates 
a new round of research interests in further developing pressure transient processing and analysis 
techniques. Transient pressure measurements from PDG are characterized by long term and high volume 

and interference from other wells cannot be avoided. These effects make the measured pressure trends 
decline or rise and then obscure or distort the actual flow behavior, which makes subsequent analysis 

A newly developed workflow for processing and analyzing PDG transient pressure data is proposed. 
Numerical well testing synthetic studies are performed to demonstrate these procedures. The results prove 
that this new technique works well and the potential for practical application looks very promising.
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1 Introduction
A permanent down-hole gauge (PDG) is a pressure and 

temperature real time monitoring system installed at the 

the reservoir management and the production by continuously 
measuring pressure and temperature in the reservoir 
(Chorneyko, 2006). PDGs have been widely installed in 

Transient pressure data from permanent down-hole 
gauges are long term and high volume, as shown in Fig. 1. 

hundreds of pressure drawdown (PDD) and pressure build-

more information about a reservoir than those from relatively 
short test durations. However, the current pressure transient 
analysis (PTA) techniques are mainly based on the analysis 
of individual flow periods in isolation, namely PDD or 

challenge to analyze PDG transient pressure with the existing 
PTA techniques.

Moreover, there are several issues related to this type of 
long-term PDG data, such as the data are inherently noisy 
because they are obtained under uncontrolled conditions 

(Athinichanagorn, 1999). Besides, the measured long-term 
pressures, which combined test and production data, are 
both achieved under variable conditions. In practice it is 
impossible to keep a constant flow condition for obtaining 
transient rate or transient pressure, so the practical data set 
is either variable-rate transient pressure or variable-pressure 
transient rate. While current theoretical methods for rate 
transient analysis (RTA) and pressure transient analysis 
(PTA) in well testing are based on constant rate or pressure 
solutions, which means before the transient analysis, the 
transient data (pressure or rate) need to be normalized to that 
due to either a constant-rate or constant-pressure form (Lee 
and Spivey, 1998; Mohaghegh et al, 2005; Gaskari et al, 
2006). 

Fig. 1 PDG transient pressure data
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In addition to the noise problem and variable-rate 
superposition effect, multi-well interference is another 
common issue in practice for PDG transient pressure 
measurements (Britt et al, 1991; Erwin et al, 2002). 
Interference between wells affects the measured pressure 

which makes subsequent analysis difficult (Leaver et al, 
1988; Onur et al, 1991; Hallford and Hegeman, 1995; 

For the multi-rate superposition effect, which is inevitable 
in PDG pressure measurements, there have been several 
classical rate normalization methods. The purpose is to make 
sure normalized data, namely rate-normalized pressure, fit 
the traditional pressure transient theory. Methods published 

of superposition and normalization methods (Palacio and 
Blasingame, 1993; Agarwal et al, 1999). Deconvolution 
(Roumboutsos and Stewart, 1988) is one of these rate 
normalization methods because it can transfer the variable 
rate pressure data into an equivalent pressure response 
due to the constant rate profile. This equivalent constant 
rate pressure response can be used for reservoir model 
identification. Deconvolution techniques have been applied 
to long-term PDG data in recent years. Hollaender et al 
(2001) and Schroeter et al (2002), presented a deconvolution 
technique by considering deconvolution as a nonlinear total 
least squares problem. Levitan et al (2004) also produced 
a more practical deconvolution algorithm by utilizing an 

function involving the sum of three mismatch terms for 
pressure, rate and curvature. Pimonov et al (2009) presented 
a pressure-pressure deconvolution algorithm, through which 

so it can be used to analyze multipoint pressure transient data 

such as interference and MDT tests. In processing multi-
well interference effects, traditional methodology is from 
multiple well tests (Kamal, 1983). The pressure response is 
measured in an observation well some distance away from 

well. Through the analysis of the observation well, average 
reservoir properties in the area separating the wells are 
determined. However, a drawback of multiple well tests is 
that it requires one or more potentially productive wells to 
be shut-in (Bourdet, 2002). Multi-well interference is very 
common in PDG data. It makes the measured pressure trends 
decline or rise and then obscures or distorts the underlying 

i.e. the construction of the incorrect semi-log straight line or 

log plot. Zheng and Wang (2009; 2010) presented a two-well 
deconvolution method for well interference extraction and 
analysis. 

All the stated issues above, i.e. long-term, noise problem, 
variable-rate superposition and multi-well interference effects 
in PDG transient pressure data make the straightforward 
interpretation unavailable due to the limitation of the current 
PTA and RTA theory. Therefore, this paper attempts to 
understand the problems in processing and analyzing PDG 
transient pressure data and to develop a more practical 
method to solve them. 

2 Workflow for processing and analyzing 
PDG data

Our workflow for processing and analyzing PDG 
data, shown in Fig. 2, includes four steps: collecting data, 
processing data, analyzing data and updating the reservoir 
model (Wang, 2010). 
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In the data collection step, we focus on the dynamic 
data, especially PDG pressure and production data. Then we 
process and analyze the PDG data in two different conditions: 
single-well deconvolution method could solve the pressure/
rate variations and use nonlinear least square optimization to 
solve the noise problem. A multi-well deconvolution method 
could additionally solve the well interference problem. 
After the data processing, the deconvolution-based rate and 
pressure transient analysis methods could be used. Reservoir 
parameters and production forecasting could be estimated. 
Finally after numerical well testing we update the reservoir 
model and integrate all the results by future history match. 

3  D e c o n v o l u t i o n  t r a n s f o r m  a n d 
deconvolution-based data analysis
3.1 The procedure of the single-well deconvolution 
method to process and analyze PDG data

The procedure of the single-well deconvolution method 

to process and analyze PDG data includes the following two 
steps: 

1) Data processing

2) Data analysis

The procedures, as shown in Fig. 3, include first, the 
processing of the variable pressure and rate data with two 
single-well deconvolution algorithms respectively. Once the 
deconvolved pressure/rate, where deconvolved pressure is 
for pressure transient analysis and deconvolved rate is for 
rate transient analysis, is obtained, these deconvolution-
based analysis methods can be used for reservoir system 

the theory for both methods are the same, the results from 
transient-pressure analysis and transient-rate analysis can 
support each other to ensure the result is more reliable.

Fig. 3 Diagram of processing and analysis of single-well PDG data
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3.2 The procedure of multi-well deconvolution 
method to process and analyze PDG data 

The procedure of multi-well deconvolution method to 
process and analyze PDG data includes following three steps: 

1) Well interference extraction
2) Near-well data analysis
3) Inter-well data analysis
The procedures are shown in Fig. 4. Firstly, we use the 

multi-well deconvolution transform algorithm to extract the 
well interference from the total pressure response and obtain 
the decomposed well self-pressure response puii and the well 
interference response puij. Finally deconvolution-based self-

pressure analysis can be used to obtain near-well properties. 
While, interference analysis of the extracted puij can be used 
to obtain inter-well properties. 

A synthetic study of numerical well testing is performed 
to demonstrate the above mentioned procedures for both 
single and multiple wells, as shown in Fig. 5. 

data has been synthetically generated from a fractured well 

pressure drawdown period of this sequence on log-log plot is 

linear flow, can be investigated. Apparently, the analysis of 
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above, cannot determine the reservoir boundary type.
The multi-well deconvolution algorithm is implemented 

on the pressure and rate data of the well. The interference 
pressure response pu12 is extracted with our developed 

algorithm. Besides, the self-pressure response pu11 of Well 1 
can be obtained simultaneously. Their primary derivatives are 
put on a linear plot for comparison, shown in Fig. 5(c).

Fig. 5(d) shows the deconvolved self-pressure and 

Fig. 4 Diagram of processing and analysis of multi-well PDG data
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Fig. 5 Diagram of a numerical well testing synthetic case
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its derivative on a log-log plot. It is clearly the second 
linear flow, i.e. reservoir linear flow, since there is no flat 
slope line followed by the half slope line. So the reservoir 

deconvolution-based pressure transient analysis can be used 
to calculate the reservoir parameters.

4 Application of deconvolution techniques to 
PDG data

For applying deconvolution techniques to PDG data in 
multi-well reservoir conditions, a three-step methodology 
is proposed, which includes well interference diagnostic, 
extraction and analysis.

The procedures, shown in Fig. 6, include firstly, 
the diagnosis of the reservoir system response for the 
nonlinearity. As soon as the reason causing this nonlinearity 
due to well interference is found, the following step is to 
extract the interference from the total pressure response. 
Then, the analysis of the decomposed data can be made using 

the available traditional well testing methods.
For interference diagnosis, a single-well deconvolution 

can transfer the transient pressure as a result of variable rate 
into an equivalent unit-rate transient pressure. It also can 
convert a series of transient pressures, due to variable or step 
rate history into an equivalent unit-pressure transient rate. 
Once such responses (unit-rate pressure and unit-pressure 
rate) are generated, they can be used to identify the reservoir 
model and diagnose the occurrence of interference.

For interference extraction, multi-well deconvolution can 
be used to separate interference information from long-term 
real-time PDG data and then generate equivalent constant-
rate pressure and constant-pressure rate data. The processed 
data can be used for regular analysis.

For interference analysis, transient pressure analysis and 
transient rate analysis are implemented on the deconvolved 
pressure and rate data. The results of two deconvolution-
based analyses show a good match, which proves that 
deconvolution is a reliable technique multi-well reservoir 
conditions.
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Fig. 6 Diagram of processing and analysis of PDG data

5 Discussion
Deconvolution as a new tool to process PDG transient 

data, makes available more long-term large-volume transient 
pressure interpretation and therefore more additional reservoir 
information can be obtained. However, there are some 
limitations so this technique cannot be routinely utilized in 
practice. 

The basic assumption of all deconvolution techniques is 
the consistency of measured pressure and rate data with the 

linear Duhamel model, which is based on the principle of 
superposition. The linearity of the system suggests that initial 

procedure. That means the interpretation model cannot 
change during the data processing. Another requirement for 

that the down-hole pressure for deconvolution must be higher 
than that at the bubble point. Once multi-phase flow exists, 
deconvolution cannot work.
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6 Conclusions
It has been noted that the current RTA and PTA methods 

are not satisfactory with PDG transient pressure data. Pre-
analysis data processing is required so that the problems 
of long-term, noise, variable-rate superposition and multi-
well interference effects in PDG transient pressure data can 
be resolved and traditional analysis methods can be fully 
utilized. 

This paper presented a new deconvolution transform 
method, which is suitable for processing and analyzing 
transient pressure data from permanent down-hole gauges. 
After processing, the pressure/rate variations can be solved 
and the inter-well interference can be extracted. The entire 
history of PDG transient pressure can be analyzed. Therefore 
additional reservoir diagnostics and more distant reservoir 
features, such as reservoir boundaries can be obtained.
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